Dynamic properties of microtubules contribute to the establishment of spatial order within cells. In the fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe, interphase cytoplasmic microtubules are organized into antiparallel bundles that attach to the nuclear envelope and are needed to position the nucleus at the geometric center of the cell [1, 2] . Here, we show that after the nucleus is displaced by cell centrifugation, these microtubule bundles efficiently push the nucleus back to the center. Asymmetry in microtubule number, length, and dynamics contributes to the generation of force responsible for this unidirectional movement. Notably, microtubules facing the distal cell tip are destabilized when the microtubules in the same bundle are pushing from the proximal cell tip. The CLIP-170-like protein tip1p [3] and the microtubule-bundling protein ase1p [4, 5] are required for this asymmetric regulation of microtubule dynamics, indicating contributions of factors both at microtubule plus ends and within the microtubule bundle. Mutants in these factors are defective in nuclear movement. Thus, cells possess an efficient microtubule-based engine that produces and senses forces for centering the nucleus. These studies may provide insights into mechanisms of asymmetric microtubule behaviors and force sensing in other processes such as chromosome segregation and cell polarization.
Results and Discussion
The process of nuclear centering involves sensing of the cell tips and measuring the medial point. Interphase S. pombe cells have longitudinal microtubule (MT) bundles arranged in an antiparallel manner, with the MT plus ends facing cell tips and MT minus ends in a medial overlapping region near the nucleus [1] [2] [3] 6] . Most MT bundles are attached to the nuclear envelope [1] , with one associated laterally to the cytoplasmic face of the spindle pole body and others at other sites. The dynamics of MT plus ends are strictly regulated: MTs grow from the perinuclear region to the cell tips, contact the cell tip, and continue growing for about 80 s (dwell time), before shrinking back to the nucleus. Each time the MT plus ends contact and grow at cell tips, they can exert a small pushing force on the nucleus, causing small deformations and rocking of the nucleus. These types of observations, coupled with mathematical simulations, have suggested a model in which a balance of microtubule pushing forces by these bundles positions the nucleus at the center of the cell [1, 7] . However, because significant movements of the nucleus generally do not occur during interphase, it has been difficult to test this model in a quantitative manner. For instance, it has not been demonstrated whether these microtubules are capable of moving the nucleus over long distances with any efficacy, or whether they only function in maintaining nuclear position.
Here, we studied the mechanism of nuclear centering by using cell centrifugation to displace the nucleus many microns (avg. 3-4 mm) away from the center of the cell [8] . We observed that after centrifugation, nuclei moved back toward the cell center in an efficient and reproducible manner in 17 6 6.7 min, depending on the length of the cell and extent of displacement (Figures  1A and 1B, Table 1 , Movie S1 in the Supplemental Data available online; see also [7, 8] ). Notably, nuclear movement was unidirectional until the nucleus reached the cell middle, at which point it oscillated, as in uncentrifuged cells. The average maximal velocity was 0.44 6 0.18 mm/min (range 0.24-0.82 mm/min). Nuclear movement was dependent on microtubules and not actin, as shown by drug treatments ( Figure 1C , Figure S1 , Table S2 ). In the mto1D mutant (a microtubule-organizing-center protein, also known as mbo1 or mod20), cytoplasmic MTs are present, but not attached to the nucleus [9] . In this case, nuclear movement was greatly impaired (Figure 1C, Table S2 , Figure S1 , Movie S3). Thus, nuclear movement required not only MTs, but also the attachment of the MTs to the nuclear envelope.
Nuclear movement utilized a MT pushing mechanism generated from plus-end polymerization. The nuclear envelope developed large extensions that lead nuclear movement, suggesting considerable viscous drag opposing movement from the cytoplasm [10] (Figures 1  and 2 ). These membrane deformities occurred at multiple MT attachment sites on the nuclear envelope, although the most prominent deformities and movements were associated with the spindle pole body (SPB) (data not shown) [11] . The formation and movement of these extensions correlated with periods when one (or more) MT bundle in back of the nucleus contacted the proximal cell tip ( Figures 1B and 2A) . Many of these events were accompanied by the buckling of microtubules behind the nucleus, indicative of MT compressive forces. Imaging of tubulin-GFP speckles in the MT lattice showed that the movements are associated with MT plus-end polymerization at the proximal cell tip (the cell tip closer to the nucleus) ( Figure S2 ). This movement was dynein independent (data not shown), and we detected no evidence for MT pulling from the distal cell tip (the cell tip farther away from the nucleus). In some longer cells, we observed nuclear movement even when no MTs contacted the distal cell tip ( Figure 1B) .
Thus, MT pushing forces can provide the sufficient force for moving the nucleus over many microns.
The directed, unidirectional movement of the nucleus indicates that there must be a net MT-based force toward the center of the cell. As predicted [1] , the average number of MTs contacting the proximal tip at any one time was higher than at the distal tip (Table 1) . This is due, in part, to the shorter time and distance the MTs need to grow to reach the proximal tip, as compared to reaching distal tip. A second source of asymmetry is C for 3 hr and imaged at 25 C, were used to increase cell length. Maximumprojection images are shown. Note that the nucleus moves when proximal MTs (in back of the nucleus) contact and buckle (red arrows), even when there is no MT contacting the distal cell tip (white arrow). Also, the nucleus becomes less stretched when the proximal MT shrinks (yellow arrow). predicted to be MT stiffness: In vitro experiments show that short MTs are stiffer and thus should be able to push more efficiently than longer ones [12, 13] .
Unexpectedly, we discovered a third asymmetric parameter, MT dynamics. Previous in vitro studies show that compressive forces during MT pushing promote MT catastrophe [13] , predicting that the pushing proximal MTs would be less stable than the distal MTs. Our in vivo measurements showed the opposite: MTs facing the proximal cell tip (the pushing ones) showed, on average, normal dwell times (91.9 6 53.4 s versus 83.7 6 46.6 s in cells with a medial nucleus), although some stayed at cell tips for much longer. In contrast, MT plus ends at the distal cell tip were less stable than those facing the proximal cell tip. Of MTs that reached the cell tip, dwell times at the distal tip were significantly less (45.6 6 36.3 s; p < 0.001) than the dwell times at the proximal cell tip and less than those seen in cells with a symmetrically positioned nucleus (Table 1 ; Movie S2). Other abnormal events were also observed specifically in these distal MTs, including catastrophe even before hitting the cell tip, and pause and rescue events, which occur only rarely in normal cells. As a result of these abnormal behaviors, the distal MTs rarely contacted the distal cell tip and did not appear to generate pushing forces that would counteract the forces from the proximal MTs. These effects were spatially specific and transient; they disappeared when the nucleus re-centered.
Compressive forces within in the bundle may regulate asymmetric MT catastrophe. Catastrophe frequency of the distal MTs was significantly higher when the corresponding proximal MT in the same bundle was pushing, as compared to those when the proximal MT was not contacting the cell tip (p < 0.005) or when another proximal MT in a different bundle was contacting the cell tip (p < 0.005; Figure 2C ). This suggested that pushing from a proximal MT in the bundle activates destabilization of a distal MT in the same bundle.
Asymmetry in MT dynamics was not due to the cellcentrifugation protocol. Similar effects were observed when the nucleus was displaced by using another method, in cdc10 mutants, which grow asymmetrically ( Figure S2 ). Also, MTs were not destabilized simply because they were too long. Abnormally long cells (cdc25 cells without centrifugation) have much longer MTs, which exhibited largely normal dynamics (Movie S4). In addition, many of the distal MTs in centrifuged cells exhibited abnormal behaviors even when they were shorter than the proximal ones.
Because the dynamic properties of these microtubules differ from pure microtubules in the in vitro systems [13] , we predicted that MT-regulatory proteins are operating for this mechanism in vivo. In screening for genes that affect nuclear centering, we identified two gene products required for asymmetric MT dynamics: the CLIP170-like protein tip1p and the PRC homolog ase1p.
Ase1p is a conserved MT-bundling protein that localizes to regions of antiparallel MT overlap and stabilizes interphase and spindle midzone MT bundles [4, 5, 14] . In uncentrifuged ase1D cells, interphase MT dynamics were not affected (Table S1 , see also [4] ), and antiparallel bundles were still present. After centrifugation, proximal and distal MTs were equally stable at both cell tips, with dwell times similar to those in noncentrifuged wild-type ones, (114 6 70 s proximal tip versus 122 6 74.3 s distal tip, Table 1, Figure 3 , Movie S5). Notably, buckling of both proximal and distal MTs was apparent, suggesting that both sets of MT exert pushing forces (Figure 3) , which did not occur in wild-type cells. Thus, ase1p is needed for the destabilization of the distal MTs and may play a role in the transmission of signals or forces that are propagated through the medial MT overlap region.
Nuclear centering in ase1D cells was very inefficient in our assay (Table S2) , similar to previous observations [4, 5] . Our observations suggested multiple causes of this Table 
Asymmetric Microtubule Behavior
The dynamics of MTs in cells with a symmetric or asymmetric nucleus were observed by time-lapse 3D confocal microscopy. ''Proximal MTs'' refers to those on the side of the nucleus closest to a cell tip, and ''distal MTs'' are those on the opposite side of the nucleus. ''Dwell times'' refer to the period that a MT contacts a cell end before shrinking. ''Average number of MTs contact'' refers to the number of MTs that contact the cell end at any one time. n is the total number assayed for these measurements. defect in nuclear movement. MTs appeared to be pushing from both cell tips, as suggested by the buckling events on both sides of the nucleus and by occasional observations of nuclear-envelope deformations toward the proximal cell tip (Figure 3 , Movies S5 and S6). Also, the nucleus often detached from the MTs during pushing events, suggesting that ase1p affects nuclear-MT attachment. In wild-type cells, imaging of ase1p-GFP showed that the MT overlap zones were moved toward the distal side of the nucleus (Movie S7). MT sliding in these bundles, as visualized by ase1p-GFP or GFP-tubulin, was an occasional, but not prominent, feature and did not correlate with catastrophe events. Further, deletion of klp2 + , a putative minus-end kinesin (KAR3/ncd-like) responsible for MT sliding within these interphase bundles [15] , did not affect the asymmetry of MT dynamics (data not shown).
The CLIP170-like protein tip1p, a +TIP protein that regulates MT plus-end catastrophe [3] , was also needed to generate asymmetric MT behavior. In tip1D mutants, MT dwell times are decreased about 2-fold, to 41 s [3] ( Table 1 ; Movie S8). In tip1D cells with a displaced nucleus, MTs still reached both tips, but dwell times were decreased and nearly equal between the two sets of MTs (44 s at the proximal tip and 33 s at the distal tip; Table S1, Figure 3 ). Because these MTs shrank back so quickly, they were very inefficient at moving the nucleus (Movie S8, Table S2 ). This is consistent with subtle nuclear-positioning defects seen in noncentrifuged tip1D cells. Thus, proper MT plus-end dynamics are needed for nuclear movement.
Intriguingly, displacement of the nucleus led to a transient asymmetric distribution of tip1-YFP in wild-type cells. Tip1p normally cycles rapidly on growing MT plus ends and accumulates equally at both cell tips in cortical dots, which may be deposited by MT plus-end contact [3, 16] . Upon nuclear displacement, tip1p-GFP still localized to growing MT plus ends, but accumulated asymmetrically in cortical dots at the proximal end ( Figure 3 , Movie S9). This asymmetry developed in the first 5 min after centrifugation and appeared to be due to the increased number of MTs contacting the proximal versus distal cell tips ( Figure S3 ). Interestingly, a tip1p-associated protein, tea1p, remained symmetric during this treatment (Figure 3) .
The behavior of tip1p on distal MT plus ends was also not normal. Tip1p dots started moving away from the nucleus normally, but then often disappeared before reaching the distal cell tip ( Figure S5 , Movie S9). The dots often lost intensity, paused, and/or moved backward for a short distance before disappearing. These events most likely correlated with premature MT catastrophe events. Similar behaviors were seen with mal3-GFP (the EB1 homolog; data not shown) [17] . Imaging of tea2p (kinesin) particles, which normally deliver tip1p from the MT overlap zone to the MT plus end [18] , showed that this delivery system still operates (Movie S10). Given that distal MTs have similar behavior to that of in tip1D mutants, these observations suggest that there may be a defect in maintaining these +TIP proteins on the plus ends of the distal microtubules. However, the causal relationship between tip1p behavior and catastrophe has not yet been established. The observed asymmetry in tip1p distribution suggests a model in which a cytoplasmic tip1p gradient stabilizes the proximal MT plus ends and destabilizes the distal ones, possibly by affecting the off-rates of tip1p from the MT end.
To test the genetic relationship between ase1p and tip1p, we analyzed an ase1D tip1D double mutant. This double mutant had a severe defect in nuclear positioning and exhibited decreased, symmetric MT dwell times, resembling those of a tip1D single mutant (Table 1) . These results are consistent with a proposal that ase1p affects a process that is ultimately regulated by tip1p at the MT plus ends.
In summary, we show here that fission-yeast cells possess an efficient mechanism for centering the nucleus. After displacement, the nucleus, using a MT pushing mechanism, moves in a reproducible and unidirectional manner back to the cell center. This mechanism suggests that MT polymerization is able to produce significant forces to move the nucleus through the viscous cytoplasm [10] . Asymmetries in MT number, length, and dynamics between the MTs on either side of the nucleus are responsible for generation of asymmetric MT pushing forces. The asymmetric behaviors may prevent the distal microtubules from pushing back the nucleus, which would impede movement to the center. Notably, these asymmetrical behaviors are transient, induced simply by displacement of the nucleus, and cease when the nucleus reaches the center.
Although pure microtubule asters can find the center of dishes in vitro [19] , it is clear that many additional proteins contribute to efficient centering in vivo. In particular, current in vitro models do not predict the destabilization of the distal MT. We identify two protein factors required for the asymmetry in MT dynamics, the CLIP170 tip1p [3] and the MT-bundling protein ase1p [4] . These suggest that mechanisms contributing to asymmetric MT dynamics are functioning at both ends of the MT.
A key question in a centering mechanism is how do the MT bundles sense the positions of the cell tips and the nucleus? We propose that the overlap zone of antiparallel MTs is used as a force sensor. Compressive force from the proximal MTs produces changes in the overlap region that ultimately affect MT plus-end dynamics in the antiparallel distal MTs. Ase1p, which binds to the overlap zone, appears to be required for this sensing process. In addition, we observed a potential cytoplasmic gradient of tip1p, which may also contribute to asymmetric plus-end regulation. Additional understanding into the complex relationships between tip1p, MT catastrophe, and compressive forces will be needed to test this proposal further. Studies in this relatively simple system will likely be relevant to understanding asymmetric MT dynamics in more complex processes such as chromosome congression during mitosis [20] [21] [22] , cell migration [23] , and cytokinesis [24] .
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